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Dear Editor,

Porphyrias refer to a group of rare inherited metabolic disorders resulting from reduced activity of any of the enzymes in the heme production pathway. Accumulation of the porphyrin precursors is associated with diverse pathologic changes, and become the basis for diagnostic tests (1). Acute intermittent porphyria (AIP) is the most common type of porphyrias, and seizures are typically a manifestation of acute attacks. AIP can also be associated with idiopathic or symptomatic epilepsy (2). Since many antiepileptic drugs can worsen the patient’s condition or disease attacks, knowledge of the effects of AEDs is important. Trying to treat seizures may unmask AIP, which has been previously hidden. Due to the broad spectrum of clinical symptoms, porphyry diagnosis depends on a strong clinical suspicion (3). We present here a child with the final diagnosis of porphyria.

A 7-year-old boy was born at term of healthy, consanguineous Iranian parents. In the first week of life, he started with myoclonic seizures and admitted into the NICU. Physical exam and other investigations such as brain imaging and lab data were normal. The patient remained asymptomatic and medications gradually discontinued. At age five, the patient had tonic colonic seizures and admitted into the NICU. Physical exam and other investigations such as brain imaging and lab data were normal. The patient remained asymptomatic and medications gradually discontinued. At age five, the patient had tonic colonic seizures and admitted into the NICU. Physical exam and other investigations such as brain imaging and lab data were normal. The patient remained asymptomatic and medications gradually discontinued. At age five, the patient had tonic colonic seizures and admitted into the NICU. Physical exam and other investigations such as brain imaging and lab data were normal. The patient remained asymptomatic and medications gradually discontinued. The EEG demonstrated epileptic waves and brain MRI was normal. He was prescribed phenobarbital as the first medication. He did not show any improvement; instead, his condition deteriorated after anti-epileptic treatments, because of which his medicines were discontinued. He had consulted many physicians and went to several centers for 2 years. Furthermore, he was referred to department of pediatric endocrinology and metabolism seeking metabolic consultation for convulsion. This time, detailed history was taken. In addition to seizures, the parents complained of his chronic periodic abdominal pain and headaches. By this history, porphyria was clinically the most suspected entity. A 24-hour urine sample was collected and sent for quantitative measurements (high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)). The urine sample was highly positive for porphyrin metabolites such as coproporphyrin and pentacarboxypporphyrin. The marked elevation in porphyrin metabolites confirmed diagnosis of an acute porphyria, the most common of which is acute intermittent porphyria. Confirmation of the type of acute porphyria requires additional biochemical and genetic testing considered for the next follow up.

Four of the porphyrias cause acute neurological syndromes, which categorize into both neuroporphyras (acute intermittent porphyria and plumboporphyria) and neurocutaneous porphyrias (hereditary coproporphyria and variegate porphyria) (4). Acute intermittent porphyria (AIP) is the most frequent of the four forms of neuroporphyras (4). Symptoms of the disease in the same patient during different episodes and in patients with the same porphyria subtype are different. Disease attacks may be similar to other psychiatric or medical disorders, which increases the risk of error in the decision (1).

AIP is a rare autosomal dominant metabolic disorder, and results from a deficiency of the enzyme porphobilinogen deaminase. Almost 90% of those who inherit this disorder remain asymptomatic throughout their lives (3). During acute attacks, the urine may be found to contain PBG, porphyrins and the precursor of PBG, aminolevulinic acid (ALA) (5). The most common method for separating the individual porphyrins is HPLC (4). This method will identify amounts of urine porphyrins with four or more carboxyl groups. AIP is usually asymptomatic before puberty and is more common in females than males. Symptoms may be intensified by hormonal and nutritional factors and by prescribing some drugs especially most AEDs (3). Abdominal pain is almost always associated with attacks in AIP (1).

Cases of AIP in childhood have continued to be reported at intervals (3), though it may be that the use of

diazepam, which is safe, instead of phenobarbital, for the emergency treatment of seizures, has resulted in fewer instances of children with latent AIP developing symptoms of the disease (3).

Genetic testing helps to differentiate types of porphyry, but unfortunately is not available in many centers (6). Currently, the Mount Sinai genetic testing laboratory in New York city is the only laboratory offering expensive DNA testing for types of porphyrias (5). Unfortunately, our patient declined to perform genetic testing.

This case shows the variable presentation of AIP and emphasizes the importance of considering the diagnosis even in young patients with neurologic conditions associated with nonspecific neurovisceral symptoms or unexplained intensified neurologic symptoms.
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